DESTRUCTIVE TESTING REQUEST FORM

SCHOOL: MCKINLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
ADDRESS: 1024 14TH ST SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94114

DISTRICT PROJECT MANAGER: ANDREA DAWSON

ARCHITECT FIRM & CONTACT: CERVANTES DESIGN ASSOCIATES – ANNE M. CERVANTES
EMAIL | PHONE: CDASTUDIOS@AOL.COM / (415) 695-1751

SAMPLE:
AREA: X
ROOM: Office 105 (between Lounge & Office 105)
WALL: East
DT AREA: 18”x18” opening above tile area through wall to confirm wall assembly

AREA: 1
ROOM: Office 105 (between Lounge & Office 105)
WALL: NORTH
DT AREA: 18”x18” opening upper wall area through wall to confirm wall assembly – able to see above ceiling.
After observation close area to match existing conditions – provide new materials if needed – typ. At all areas indicated in this Destructive test request.

AREA: 2
ROOM: Classroom 112
WALL: NORTHEAST
DT AREA: 18”x18” opening at upper wall area above demountable partitions through wall – able to see above ceiling - DEMOUNT one partition and REMOUNT to same place after observation – Refer to As-built details 4/A26 and 9/A26.

AREA: 3
ROOM: Corridor C91
WALL: SOUTHEAST
DT AREA: 18”x18” opening upper wall area through wall to confirm wall assembly – able to see above ceiling – MOVE one partition and re-locate in same place after observation – Refer to As-built details 7/A26 and 10/A26 and photo 2 for typ. Wall at corridor classroom entrance.

AREA: 4
ROOM: Classroom - 113
WALL: SOUTHWEST
DT AREA: 18”x18” opening upper wall area through wall to confirm wall assembly – able to see above ceiling – MOVE one partition and re-locate in same place after observation – Refer to As-built details 21/A26, 22/A26, 23/A26 and Photo 3 as a typ. Interior classroom view.

AREA: 5
ROOM: Stair S2 – 2nd floor level
WALL: NORTHWEST
DT AREA: 11’-0”x18” opening of existing beam connection between two points.
**AREA: 6**
ROOM: Library 120 wall at second floor.
WALL: SOUTH
DT AREA: 3'-0"x3'-0" opening at existing beam connection.

**AREA: 7**
ROOM: Corridor at second floor.
WALL: SOUTHEAST
DT AREA: 18"x18" opening at ceiling area.

**AREA: 8**
ROOM: Corridor at first floor.
WALL: SOUTHEAST
DT AREA: 18"x18" opening at ceiling area, next to beam – Refer to As-built details 12/A26

**AREA: 9**
ROOM: Classroom 114.
WALL: SOUTHEAST
DT AREA: 18"x18" opening at ceiling area.

**AREA: 10**
ROOM: Classroom 221.
WALL: NORtheast
DT AREA: 18"x18" opening at ceiling area.

**AREA: 11**
ROOM: Electrical Room 230A – Mechanical Room.
WALL: NORTH
DT AREA: 18"x18" opening ceiling.

**AREA: 12**
ROOM: Interior ramp – next to Library 120.
WALL: EAST
DT AREA: 1'-0"x1'-0" Temporary remove linoleum floor in order to determine existing material at the ramp. If plywood material remove 1'-0x1'-0" to determine condition of studs below. After observation install (N) linoleum floor, color to match existing.